
Unit code SCOM3320 Discipline Science Communications  Level Level 3 

Type of assessment task   Final consultancy report proposing a communication strategy 

Question “You will have spent much of the semester working as a team, in a professional manner, to develop a 
communications strategy for a real-world client. This assignment asks you to produce an individual written 
report for your client, defining a proposed communication strategy.” 

Salient information (word limit or, 
anything other information 
relevant to interpretation of 
rubric) 

  

Aim:  Produce a final consultancy report for the client. 

Outcomes:  

After completing this assignment you should:  

 have increased your awareness of the work involved in professional consultancy 

 have demonstrated your ability to conduct a needs analysis of your client and their target audience  

 become familiar with examples of successful and unsuccessful communication activities and methodologies  

 have demonstrated your ability to find and critically analyse appropriate scholarly literature, including 

relevant campaigns that have been run in similar circumstances   

 have shown you can identify communication strategies suited to different objectives and audiences 

 become familiar with methods of evaluating effectiveness of communication activities   

 have shown you can work effectively in a team 

 have written your report and presented it in a professional style 

Students must:  

 Form groups, determine their project, manage their team, and liaise with their client to determine their 
needs 

 Research the relevant technical background, client’s needs, and the target audience 

 Consult relevant scholarly literature 



 
The Centre for Education Futures gratefully acknowledges this rubric was provided by Dr Ann Grand.

 Identify a proposed communication strategy as a team, including a budget outline for implementing the 
strategy, and a plan for evaluating the success of the strategy 

 Continue to research and refine the communication strategy, building on feedback from the client, tutor 
and fellow students 

 Write and submit an individual report, including 
o At least ten scholarly sources (at least two from sources not mentioned in class) cited in a 

conventional academic format 
o Title page, table of contents, executive summary, introduction, aims and objectives, main text 

(comprising the validity of the chosen approaches, description and justification for the strategy and 
activities, specific recommendations, an outline budget, and proposed evaluation methodology), 
conclusion, references, and appendix (comprising a  cover letter to the client to accompany the 
report, a reflection on how the team worked, and a reflection on the personal contribution) 

o Approximately 20 A4 pages (around 5000-6000 words) 

 Provide the highest-marked individual report of the group to the individual client, and provide confirmation 
of the receipt of the report to the Unit Co-ordinator 



  Marking criteria Fail Unacceptable  (0-40%) Pass - Adequate (50%) Credit – Good (60%) Distinction - Very Good 
(70%) 

High Distinction – 
Excellent  (80%) 

Cannot be improved 
(100%) 

 Max mark 

Title page Attractive and engaging title 
page;  
includes information on the 
client and team and the 
requisite UWA statement; 
enables the reader to identify 
the reason the report was 
commissioned 

No title page; 
No statement present;  
reason for commission not 
obvious 

Statement present;  
title acceptable but 
uninformative; 
no graphical elements 

Statement present; title 
acceptable; 
reason for commission 
not obvious;  
some graphics or design 
on cover page, not 
necessarily relevant 

Statement present;  
title good but reason not 
entirely apparent;  
graphics or design 
elements used but lack 
creativity 

Statement present;  
Engaging title; 
reason for commission 
instantly obvious;  
attractive and relevant 
graphics or design 
elements 

Statement present;  
Engaging title clearly 
linked to reason for 
commission;  
professional-level graphics 
or design  

5 

Executive 
summary 

clearly describes the main 
findings of the report 

No findings Findings present but 
wording weak 

Findings present; 
wording satisfactory 

Findings described but 
wording lacks total clarity 

Findings clear; one or two 
minor errors 

Findings clearly shown, 
with full and clear 
description 

5 

includes sufficient context for 
the reader to be able to 
understand why those findings 
are relevant and appropriate 

No context Some slight attempt at 
context; weak attempts to 
show relevance 

Adequate context but 
missing some details; 
relevance adequately 
described 

Adequate context but 
missing some details; 
relevance adequately 
described 

Strong context; some 
minor details missing  

Fully contextualised; 
relevance of findings 
instantly apparent 

Introduction outlines the context of the 
project; 
demonstrates an understanding 
of the client’s needs for the 
consultancy 

No context; 
Client's needs not included 

Attempt to include context 
but much detail missing; 
Client's needs included but 
understanding not evident 

Context present but 
missing important 
details; 
Client's needs included 
but inadequately 
understood 

Good context but lacks full 
detail; 
Client's needs clear; text 
shows understanding but 
could be improved 

Very good context but 
lacks missing one or two 
minor details; 
Client's needs laid out 
clearly; text shows 
understanding 

Fully contextualised; 
Client's needs completely 
clear; text shows thorough 
understanding 

10 

clearly identifies the client Client not identified         Client identified 

clearly identifies the target 
audience 

Audience not identified         Audience clearly identified 

Objectives suitable, SMART, objectives for 
the project are identified and 
justified 

No objectives included Some objectives included 
but not SMART, language 
incorrect or unsuited to 
project 

Objectives included but 
not necessarily SMART; 
language not wholly 
correct or objectives not 
entirely justified or 
unsuitable for the project 

Good, SMART objectives; 
several minor errors in 
language or 
appropriateness for project 

Very good SMART, 
objectives; one or two 
minor errors in language 
or appropriateness 

Strong, SMART, objectives 
entirely appropriate for 
project 

10 

Content the recommended strategy is 
clearly identified, described and 
justified 

No strategy described Weak or unsuitable 
strategy described; 
justification weak or 
inappropriate  

Strategy identified; 
justification inadequate 

Acceptable strategy 
identified; may be 
unsuitable for client, 
justification lacking in 
consistency or strength; 
errors in description and 
justification 

Good strategy is identified 
and justified; minor errors 
in description or 
justification 

Strong strategy is clearly 
identified, with solid 
justification from 
literature 

20 

activities towards the 
implementation of the strategy 
are clearly identified, described 
and justified 

No identification of 
activities 

One or two activities 
identified; description and 
justification weak or 
inappropriate 

Acceptable range of 
activities; some 
inappropriate for project 
or would not  meet the 
objectives 

Good range of activities is 
identified; several minor 
errors in description and 
justification; some 
activities may be 
inappropriate in minor 
ways or not entirely meet 
objectives  

Very good range of 
activities is identified; a 
few minor errors in 
description and 
justification; some 
activities may be 
inappropriate in minor 
ways or not entirely meet 
objectives  

Excellent range of 
activities is clearly 
identified, described and 
justified; all activities are 
entirely appropriate for 
the project and would 
meet the objectives 

10 

includes a budget with estimates 
of resources, labour and other 
costs 

No budget included Attempt at budget but 
with considerable level of 
errors, inappropriateness 
or gaps 

Acceptable budget, 
several elements missing 
or inappropriate 

Good budget; several 
minor elements missing or 
inappropriate 

Thorough budget, 
including time and other 
resources; one or two 
minor omissions 

Professional-level budget; 
all necessary time and 
resources included 

10 

includes a methodology for 
evaluation of the outcomes of 
the communication strategy  

No evaluation strategy 
included 

Attempt at evaluation 
strategy but considerable 
degree of inappropriate 
activities or lack of 
justification  

Acceptable evaluation 
strategy; lacks strong 
justification; some 
inappropriate activities 

Good evaluation strategy; 
a few inappropriate 
elements or justification 
lacking details 

Very good evaluation 
strategy; minor level of 
inappropriate elements or 
justification lacking in 
minor degree 

Full evaluation strategy 
included, methods 
appropriate and justified 

10 



References  full reference list, style 
consistent (APA, Harvard etc.) 

No references Reference list present; 
multiple missing 
references or serious 
errors in presentation 

Full reference list; major 
errors in presentation 

Full reference list; several 
minor errors in 
presentation 

Full reference list; one or 
two minor errors in 
presentation 

Full and highly appropriate 
reference list; no errors in 
presentation 

5 

Presentation professionally presented and 
free from typographical and 
grammar errors 

Presentation very poor, 
multiple errors 

Presentation adequate; 
multiple errors 

Reasonably well laid-out 
but considerable number 
of errors 

Good but not professional 
presentation; several 
minor errors 

Presentation professional; 
one or two minor errors  

Presentation professional; 
text free from errors 

10 

well-structured No structure evident Slight attempt at structure Adequate structure but 
lacks clarity 

Good structure but could 
be improved 

Very good structure; one 
or two minor errors 

Structure clear and 
professional; suited to 
clients 

written in clear standard English, 
using a vocabulary appropriate 
for the client 

Writing unacceptably poor; 
vocabulary inappropriate 

Writing adequate but 
considerable room for 
improvement; high level of 
inappropriate vocabulary 

Writing satisfactory; 
several instances of 
inappropriate vocabulary 

Good writing; several 
minor problems with 
vocabulary 

Very good writing; good 
level of creativity; 
vocabulary appropriate 
with one or two minor 
errors 

Excellent writing; strong, 
simple and creative; 
vocabulary entirely 
appropriate 

Individual reflection 

Cover letter is courteous and professional in 
tone and style 

No cover letter included Slight attempt at cover 
letter but inadequate or 
unacceptable tone 

Acceptable letter but 
with some infelicities in 
tone, style or wording 

Good tone, style and 
wording 

Very good tone, style and 
wording 

Excellent tone, style and 
wording 

5 

Reflection critically reflects on the team 
dynamics and the individual’s 
personal contribution to the 
project 

No reflection included Minimal reflection 
included; no attempt at 
critical reflection 

Acceptable reflection; 
major problems of 
length, critical 
commentary or team 
description 

Good reflection; may be 
short or lacking in critical 
commentary 

Very good reflection, 
minor inadequacies in 
description or critique 

Full reflection, thoughtful 
consideration of team 
dynamics and personal 
contribution 

5 

                100 

 


